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On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, children’s author Wendy Mass, will be visiting Cherry Hill!  Wendy Mass is the NY 
Times bestselling author of 18 novels for young people (which have been translated into 20 languages and nominated 
for 76 state book awards), including a Mango-Shaped Space, which was awarded the Schneider Family Book Award 

by the American Library Association. Her latest book is Bob and a new early reader series called Space Taxi. 
 

 
JEREMY FINK AND THE MEANING OF LIFE   $8.99 (paperb ack) 
Twelve-year-old Jeremy receives a wooden box in the mail with the words, “The Meaning of Life—for Jeremy Fink to open on his 13th birthday.” The box has 
four locks, requiring four keys. But the keys are missing. He and his best friend Lizzy (who has a little habit of stealing things) set off on a quest through the streets 
of Manhattan to find the keys before time runs out.       Quantity _______________ 
 

 

  
 

Mango- Shaped Space  $8.99 (paperback) 
Thirteen-year-old Mia Winchell appears to be the most normal kid in her family. Her younger brother Zack keeps a chart of all the McDonald's hamburgers he's 
eaten in his lifetime. Her older sister Beth dyes her hair a different color every week and might be a witch. But Mia knows she is far from ordinary. She is 
keeping something from everyone who knows her: the fact that sounds, numbers, and letters have color for her.  Quantity _______________  

 
11 BIRTHDAYS  $6.99 (paperback) 
Amanda's 11th birthday should have been a happy occasion. Instead she's dressed in an itchy costume her mother picked out for her Hollywood-themed party that 
almost no one comes to. Meanwhile, across town, her ex-best friend Leo is celebrating their joint birthday with a huge bash including a hypnotist, a football star, 
a giant iguana, and a rock band. Amanda can't wait for the day AFTER her birthday so she can stop thinking about the fight that led to her and Leo having 
separate parties for the first time in their lives. There's just one problem. The next day is her birthday all over again. Amanda must figure out how to get un-stuck, 
in more ways than one.   Quantity _______________   

              
THE CANDYMAKERS  $9.99 (paperback) 
Four children have been chosen to compete in a national competition to create the best new candy. Who will invent a candy more delicious than the Oozing 
Crunchorama or the Neon Yellow Lightning Chew? Logan, the Candymaker's son, who can detect the color of chocolate by touch alone? Miles, the boy who is 
allergic to merry-go-rounds and the color pink? Daisy, the cheerful girl who can lift a fifty-pound lump of taffy like it's a feather? Or Philip, the suit-and-tie 
wearing boy who's always scribbling in a secret notebook? This story, told from each contestant's perspective, is candy-coated mystery full of mouthwatering         
surprises! Quantity _______________ 

 

SPACE TAXI series – books 1 and 2  $5.99 EACH (paperback) 
 

           
 
Archie Morningstar is 8 years, 8 months and 8 days old when he learns that his dad isn’t a regular taxi driver. He’s actually a SPACE taxi driver whose job is to shuttle 
aliens from planet to planet! Archie discovers he has the ability to read the space map that guides his dad’s taxi through space. He can’t imagine anything more exciting—
until he meets a very special talking cat and helps save the universe!  Quantity _______________ 
 
 
 
Please complete and return this order form and check made payable to CHS PTO before  Friday, 5/4/18.  All forms should go in the shoebox located by 
the PTO Mailbox.  Please email  Sandy Hooper at nychavela@verizon.net  with questions.   
 
Student Name: ________________________________________    Total: $____________    Total # of Book(s): __________ 
  
Mobile #: ______________________________________    Email: ________________________________________________ 
 
Grade and Teacher’s Name: ______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Autograph Book(s) to (FIRST names only): ___________________________________________________________________ 
 

THE CANDYMAKERS AND THE GREAT CHOCOLATE CHASE     $ 8.99 (paperback) 
When the Candymaker announces that they will be going on tour to introduce the new candy bar, the four friends see this as an opportunity to make 
things right. But with a fifty-year-old secret revealed and stakes higher for each of them than they ever imagined, they will have to trust one 
another—and themselves—in order to face what lies ahead. In this action-packed sequel to the bestselling novel The Candymakers, prepare to 
embark on a journey full of hidden treasures, secret worlds, and candy. Quantity _______________ 

BOB  $16.99 (hard cover) 
When nearly 11-year old Olivia returns to visit her grandmother in Australia, she remembers she left something REALLY important in the closet five 
years earlier. Something small and green. Something miraculous, magical, and wearing a fake chicken suit. Bob. Together they embark on a journey to 
uncover the truth about where he came from. (hint…it’s pretty cool)  Quantity _______________ 


